Compilers can exploit knowledge that a variable has a fixed known value at a program point for optimizations such as code specialization and constant folding. Recent work has shown that it is possible to take advantage of such optimizations, and thereby obtain significant performance improvements, even if a variable cannot be statically guaranteed to have a fixed constant value. To do this profitably, however, it is necessary to take into account information about the runtime distribution of values taken on by variables. This information can be obtained though value profiling. Unfortunately, existing approaches to value profiling incur high overheads, primarily because profiling is carried out without consideration for the way in which the resulting information will be used. In this paper, we describe an approach to reduce the cost of value profiling by making the value profiler aware of the utility of the value profiles being gathered. This allows our profiler to avoid wasting resources where the profile can be guaranteed to not be useful for optimization. This results in significant reductions in both the time and space requirements for value profiling. Our approach, implemented in the context of the alto link-time optimizer, is an order of magnitude faster, and uses about 5% of the space, of a straightforward implementation.
Introduction
Compilers can exploit knowledge that an expression in a program can be guaranteed to evaluate to some particular constant at compile time via the optimization known as constant folding [14] . This is an "allor-nothing" transformation, however, in the sense that unless the compiler is able to guarantee that the expression under consideration evaluates to a compile-time constant, the transformation cannot be applied. In practice, it is often the case that an expression at a point in a program takes on a particular value "most of the time" [5] . As an example, in the SPEC-95 benchmark perl, the function memmove is called close to 24 million times: in almost every case, the argument giving the size of the memory region to be processed has the value 1; we can take advantage of this fact to direct such calls to an optimized version of the function that is significantly simpler and faster. As another example, in the SPEC-95 benchmark li, a very frequently called function, livecar, contains a switch statement where one of the case labels, corresponding to the type LIST, occurs over 80% of the time; knowledge of this fact allows the code to be restructured so that this common case can be tested separately first, and so does not have to go through the jump table, which is relatively expensive. As these examples suggest, if we know that certain values occur very frequently at certain program points, we may be able to take advantage of this information to improve the performance of the program. This information is given by a value profile, which is a (partial) probability distribution on the values taken on by a variable when control reaches the program point under consideration at runtime. Our experience with value-profile-based optimizations indicate that they can produce significant speedups for non-trivial programs [15] .
Unfortunately, existing approaches to obtaining value profiles tend to be very expensive, both in time and space. For example, in an implementation of "straightforward" value profiling by Calder et al., executables instrumented for value profiling are more than 30 times slower, on the average, than the uninstrumented executables. The reason for this is that their profiling decisions are made without any knowledge of the potential utility of the profiles, i.e., the ways in which the profiles will be used for optimization. Our experiments indicate that of all the variables and program points that are candidates for value profiling in Figure 1 : Alto system structure a program, typically only a tiny fraction actually yield value profiles that lead to profitable optimizations. 1 This means that in value profilers based on existing techniques, much of the overhead incurred in the course of profiling represents wasted work.
In this paper, we describe a system that avoids these problems by tightly integrating the value profiler with the optimizer that uses the results of value profiling (see Figure 1 ). This gives the value profiler a mechanism for estimating the utility of a value profile at a given program point, and allows it to identify profiling candidates-i.e., variables (memory locations, registers) at particular program points-that are clearly not worth profiling, i.e., that can be guaranteed to not yield optimization opportunities. This is done both during the instrumentation phase, when the profiler decides where to insert instrumentation code for value profiling, and during the actual profiling itself, when the instrumentation code so inserted can determine whether it is worth continuing to profile a particular profiling candidate. By being able to use the cost-benefit considerations guiding the optimizer, the profiler is able to identify and prune value profiling candidates that have no possibility of contributing to any optimization. The resulting system is highly selective: typically, fewer than 1% of all possible profiling candidates are chosen for actual profiling. This selectivity leads to significant improvements in profiling performance, yielding order-of-magnitude improvements in both the space and time requirements for profiling, while retaining all of the optimization opportunities.
There has been a great deal of work on profiling techniques [2, 3, 13] and profile-guided code optimization [6, 7, 17] . However, to the best of our knowledge this is the first work that aims to make the profiler goal-directed, i.e., aware of the potential utility of the profiling information that it is gathering, and able to modify its profiling actions based on this awareness, in order to reduce profiling overheads.
The work described here has been implemented in the context of alto, a link-time optimizer we have constructed for the Compaq Alpha architecture [16] . Alto can be used to rewrite executable files, either to instrument them for profiling, or to carry out code optimization. If profiling is carried out, a command line option can be used to control whether basic block profiles, edge profiles, or value profiles are gathered. This paper focuses on value profiling. The gathering of value profiles is a two-stage process. We first use alto to instrument the input program-say, a.out-for basic block profiling. This yields an instrumented executable a.bblprof.out that is then executed using representative "training inputs" to obtain a basic block profile. Using this basic block profile, the original executable a.out is instrumented again, this time to gather value profiles. This yields a second instrumented executable a. 
Mechanics of Value Profiling
Our value profiling technique is inspired by (and largely based upon) work by Calder et al. [5] . The number of entries in the value profiling table has a significant impact on the running time of the value profiler. The table must be large enough that the most frequent entry will be in the table, but as the table grows, the profiler must look at more entries each time it reaches a profiling point. In this paper, we chose a value profiling table with 6 entries, plus the other field. This table size was the smallest size that captured most optimization opportunities. Further analysis of table sizes can be found in [10] .
In some cases, the most frequently occurring value overall is not one of the first N distinct values. We would still like to capture this value during value profiling. We provide a mechanism for allowing later values into the table by periodically cleaning the lower half of the table. This means that the values are sorted based on their counts, and the N/2 least frequently occurring values are evicted (their counts are added to the other count). Though cleaning is a fairly heavy process, it happens infrequently. Our experiments indicate that, except for very small values of the cleaning interval, the actual cleaning frequency does not significantly affect either speed or quality of profiling. Given this insensitivity, we chose-in part to simplify comparison of results-the same cleaning interval as Calder et al. [5] , namely, 1000. In other words, the table is cleaned after the execution has reached p 1000 times. After a table has been cleaned once, we must make sure that a new value can enter the steady part of the table before we clean again. We therefore add 1000 to the count of the last value in the steady part, and use this as the next cleaning interval. This means that if a new value occurs almost exclusively between cleanings, its count should be higher than the last entry in the steady part of the table. It will then be moved into the steady part, evicting the least frequently encountered value.
Each program point selected for profiling incurs both an execution and space cost. Profiling every register at every program point is obviously wasteful, so we must be more selective. Calder et. al instrumented every load instruction. We consider this the baseline approach, and discuss it in more detail in Section 4.1. Section 3 describes our approach.
Goal-Directed Value Profiling
To minimize the amount of wasted work during value profiling, we attempt to detect, as early as possible, those profiling candidates whose value profiles can be guaranteed to not yield useful optimizations. There are two possibilities for the detection of such unprofitable profiling candidates:
iµ We may be able to tell, based on the basic block execution profile of the program, that specializing the program based on the values of a variable at a given program point will not yield an improvement in performance, regardless of the value profile for the variable at that program point. In this case, we can avoid profiling this candidate altogether. Section 3.1 describes a cost model for value-profile-based code specialization, and Section 3.2 discusses how this model can be used for a cost-benefit analysis that allows us to avoid profiling unprofitable candidates.
iiµ Even if we cannot eliminate a profiling candidate ahead of time as discussed above, we may find, as profiling progresses, that the value profile for a particular profiling candidate is simply not "good enough" to yield any profitable optimization, regardless of the values that may be encountered for that candidate during the remainder of the computation. When this happens, we can discontinue profiling this candidate. A natural place to do this is at the point where a value profile table is cleaned, since cleaning requires us to examine the table in any case. The details of how we determine whether it is worth continuing to profile a particular candidate are discussed in Section 3.3.
Note that we will profile the value in a register at a program point if the benefit of knowing that register is high enough. Calder et. al note that instructions other than loads may be highly invariant [4] . For example, consider the following code: ldq $r1, 0($r18) and $r1, 0xf, $r2
In this sequence, the and instruction may always produce the same result (if all of the loads have the same last 4 bits) despite the load instruction never loading the same value twice.
This discovery makes value profiling potentially much more powerful. The optimizer can consider many potentially useful program points other than load instructions for specialization. These may include function arguments (profiled at function entry), switch statement selectors, and other such values. Calder reports that full profiling for all load instructions results in a 32x slowdown. Since there are many program points, the cost benefit analysis is of critical importance in reducing the amount of time and space used for profiling.
Our system focuses on code specialization, since that optimization is implemented in alto. If we change the optimizations used in alto, for instance to reduce indirect function call overhead [18, 19] , we need not change the profiler. Since the profiler shares the cost-benefit decisions with the profiler, the profiler would simply select different program points, based on the expected benefit.
A Cost Model for Value-Profile-Based Code Specialization
Our approach uses value profiles primarily for value-based specialization. By this we mean the elimination of computations whose result can be evaluated statically. Suppose we have a code fragment C that we wish to specialize for a particular value v of a register (or variable) r. Conceptually, value-profile-based specialization transforms the code to have the structure if (r == v) then C Ö v else C where C Ö v represents the residual code of C after it has been specialized to the value v of r. The test 'if (r == v) . . . ' is needed because the value of r is not a compile-time constant, i.e., we cannot guarantee that r will not take on any value other than v at that program point.
Notice that, while the specialized code C Ö v may be more efficient than the original code C, the overall transformed code will actually be less efficient than the original code for values of r other than v because of the runtime test that has been introduced. There is thus a tradeoff associated with the transformation: if the optimized code is not executed sufficiently frequently, then the cost of performing the runtime test will outweigh the benefit of performing the value-based optimizations.
This optimization therefore requires a cost-benefit analysis to determine when to specialize a program. Our analysis attempts to assign a benefit value to each instruction. The benefit computation assigns a value to a program point, register pair. The benefit is an estimate of the savings from specializing code based on knowing the value of the register r at the program point p. This benefit computation has two components:
iµ For each instruction I that uses the value of r available at p, there may be some benefit to knowing this value. The magnitude of this benefit will depend on the type of I, and is denoted by Ë Ú Ò ×´I rµ.
iiµ It may happen that knowing the value of an operand register of an instruction allows us to determine the value computed by I. In this case, I is said to be evaluable given r. If I is evaluable given r, the benefit obtained from specializing other instructions that use the value computed by I are also credited to knowing the value of r at p. The indirect benefits so obtained from knowing the value of r in instruction I are denoted by ÁÒ Ö Ò ¬Ø´I rµ.
The savings obtained from knowing the operand values for an individual instruction is essentially the latency of that instruction, if knowing the operand values allows us to determine the value computed by that instruction, and thereby eliminate that instruction entirely 2 (our implementation uses latency figures for various classes of operations based on data from the Alpha 21164 hardware reference manual):
Let Í× ×´p rµ denote the set of all instructions that use the value of register r that is available at program point p. Then the benefit of knowing the value of a register r at program point p is given by the following:
Here p ¼ is the program point immediately after I, and ResultReg´Iµ the register into which I computes its result.
The equations for computing benefits propagate information from the uses of a register to its definitions. These equations may be recursive in general, since there may be cycles in the use-definition chain. alto computes an approximation of the solution to the benefit equations. This estimate is used in alto to select program points for value-based optimizations.
We use a simple decision function for estimating when the net benefit due to specialization for a given value profile is high enough to justify specialization for a particular value v:
where ÔÖÓ ´vµ is the probability of occurrence of the value v, Ì ×Ø Ó×Ø´r vµ denotes the cost of testing whether a register r has a value v, 3 and φ is an empirically chosen threshold. This means that we will choose program point p and and register r for optimization if the benefit is high enough. Note that the cost of testing for the value v is taken into account by subtracting it from the benefit. This benefit computation is somewhat limited. It does not consider different possible values when computing the benefit for knowing the result of an instruction. In some cases (such as if the value is always zero), this means our computation may miss some opportunities to greatly simplify the code. Our computation also does not attempt to precisely model the cache behavior of the specialized code. We considered several alternative computations, but all were either impractical or too costly to compute. Our benefit computation, while imprecise in some respects can be computed quickly, and produces noticeable speedup on significant benchmarks.
Static Elimination of Unprofitable Candidates
When determining whether to profile a particular profiling candidate, we consider whether the net benefit from any specialization for that candidate would be high enough in the best possible case. For this we assume that ÔÖÓ ´vµ 1 (i.e., v is the only value encountered at runtime), and Ì ×Ø Ó×Ø´r vµ is the cheapest possible, i.e., we test against the value 0. If, despite these optimistic assumptions, the benefit of performing optimization is outweighed by the cost of performing the test, this variable is eliminated as a candidate for profiling. In other words, a program point register pair p r is selected for profiling if and only if,
Using this selection algorithm has the additional property that profiling will tend to be inserted in the less frequently executed portions of the code. Inserting tests in the middle of a frequently executed loop is unlikely to result in speedups, and using a cost benefit model accurately predicts that profiling such an instruction would be a waste of resources.
This elimination of candidates is conservative, in the sense that no matter what distribution of values is observed at runtime, the compiler will never choose this instruction for optimization. This means that profiling these instructions would be a waste of resources. This elimination of candidates is also very effective: As shown in Table 2 , fewer than 1% of possible program points are selected for profiling. This results in a reduction in execution time of 74% on average (see Figure 2) . Total  Baseline  Static  Dynamic  compress  16749  3302  71  17  gcc  271899  32910  6459  871  go  65328  14710  1273  262  ijpeg  49650  11728  189  31  li  32221  5404  152  33  m88ksim  40867  7535  211  54  perl  82462  16500  430  160  vortex  113236  23499  242  36   Table 2 : Program Points Profiled Using Different Techniques
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Dynamic Elimination of Unprofitable Candidates
Given the cost-benefit computation alto uses for selecting optimization opportunities, we can determine before value profiling how frequently the most frequent value must appear in order to perform specialization. This frequency can be used to turn off profiling when it becomes unprofitable (i.e. the compiler will not perform the optimization). The cutoff threshold is computed by taking equation 1 and solving for ÔÖÓ ´vµ.
The cutoff threshold is thus computed as follows (φ is the same empirically chosen threshold as in equation 1):
Each profiling table has a boolean flag added, which determines when value profiling takes place. If the flag is true, normal value profiling takes place, if not, the value profiling is skipped, and execution is returned to the original code. This boolean flag is checked at every execution of the original profiling point.
The boolean flag is set to true before profiling begins. Each time the value profiling table is cleaned, the table is inspected to see if profiling should continue. The count of the other field is compared to the threshold cutoff value, and if the threshold is exceeded, the boolean flag is set to false. Thereafter, value profiling will not be performed at this program point.
Use of the cutoff threshold as computed above results in an additional 25% reduction in execution time beyond static elimination (see Figure 2) . Again, this threshold is a conservative choice, since the compiler would never choose this instruction for optimization after exceeding the threshold as computed above.
Performance
We implemented our value profiling approach within the alto link-time optimizer. The programs used were the eight SPEC-95 integer benchmarks. The programs were compiled with the vendor supplied C compiler at maximum optimization (cc -O4) with additional flags to produce statically linked executables. Our tests used the training input for all benchmarks. Times reported represent the average of ten runs, with the fastest and slowest times eliminated. Table 3 : Space Requirements for Profiling
Baseline
Calder et al. instrument the register result of every load instruction [5] . To obtain a baseline for our results, we implemented this approach in alto. Table 2 shows the number of load instructions profiled using this approach. We implemented this straightforward approach only for comparison purposes.
In many cases such a straightforward approach will waste significant time and space. Most of the instructions being profiled will never be chosen by the optimizer for value-based optimizations. Profiling these points is a waste of resources, since the optimizer does not make use of the information obtained by the profiler. Knowing how the optimizer will make use of the profiles allows us to focus our profiler on those program points that may be chosen for value-based optimization. Figure 2 shows the performance results. The Straightforward profiler profiled the result of every load instruction, as discussed in section 4.1. The Static profiler used static elimination of unprofitable candidates, as discussed in section 3.2. The Dynamic profiler added dynamic elimination of candidates as discussed in section 3.3.
Experimental Results
Our baseline implementation profiled the result of every load instruction. This was quite costly, both in time and space, with a slowdown of 10-28 times the original code. After eliminating candidates unsuitable for profiling, the cost of profiling was reduced to 2.4-5x of the original execution. Space overhead was also significantly reduced, on average our approach uses 5% of the space of the straightforward approach.
After adding the threshold optimization, the cost of value profiling was reduced to 1.5-4.5x of the original execution time. Table 3 shows the space overhead of value profiling.
Related Work
This work is closely related to the value profiling work of Calder et al. [5] . Their implementation supports profiling of both memory locations and registers. They report performance numbers for profiling the register result of every load instruction. Our current implementation profiles only registers. The mechanics used in our implementation are very similar to what Calder et al. refer to as "full" profiling.
Calder et al. also use convergent profiling to reduce the overhead of profiling in their system. Convergent profiling uses an invariance variable to determine if profiling is needed for a particular load instruction. This invariance variable is updated each time the load instruction is reached. If the table is not changing, profiling will be turned off for a while, and later turned back on for more profiling. An important invariant for us was that the count of a value in the value profile was a lower bound on the number of times the value actually appeared at run time. At the same time, we would like the count to be as close to accurate as possible. The higher the frequency of a value, the more benefit that will accrue for that program point when it is considered for optimization. Convergent profiling loses information that "full" profiling retains. Calder et al. report an average slowdown of 10x for convergent profiling. We chose to use a cost-benefit analysis to reduce the number of program points profiled, rather than lose information through convergent profiling. Despite using "full" profiling, our overheads are considerably lower than those reported by Calder et al.
Also related is work on runtime code specialization, which uses a semi-invariant variable, along with its value to simplify the the code in the common case. Existing techniques require the programmer to annotate the code to identify candidates for code specialization [1, 8, 9] Value profiling can then be used to determine which of the programmer-specified variables exhibit predictable behavior at runtime. Our implementation automates this process, identifying candidates for profiling, and then choosing among these candidates for optimization.
There is a large body of work relating to value prediction and speculation, e.g., see [11, 12] . This involves using a combination of compiler generated information and runtime information. For example, a load instruction will often load the same value as it loaded the previous time it was executed. Predictable instructions such as these can be speculatively executed, and then checked at a later time to make sure that execution was correct. If the execution was incorrect, then recovery code must be executed. Value profiling can help to classify predictable instructions for speculative execution. Value profiling could also indicate which of several predictors will best suit a particular instruction, increasing prediction accuracy.
Conclusion
Value-based optimizations are becoming increasingly important for modern compilers [9] [8] . Performing these optimizations relies on information gathered at runtime. Knowledge of how the optimizer will use this information can make the profiler much more efficient. This paper describes our techniques for reducing the cost of gathering value profiles, both in time and space, by tightly integrating the value profiler with the optimizer that uses the value profiles.
Our optimizer makes use of a careful cost-benefit analysis to choose optimization opportunities. We use this same analysis to select only those program point, register pairs for profiling that could be selected for optimization. This results in less than 1% of all program points being instrumented. Our profiler also makes use of this knowledge to modify its behavior while running, stopping profiling for program points that are no longer profitable. Our profiler will usually not instrument an instruction in the middle of a heavily executed loop, since the cost-benefit analysis can predict that such an instruction will not be chosen for optimization.
Our techniques result in a slowdown of 1.5-4.5x over the original code, down from a 10-28x slowdown for a straightforward approach. We also reduce the space requirements for a value profile to an average of 5% of that required by a straightforward approach.
